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EAW KF210 and AC6 at ISE 2023

EAW KF210

Eastern Acoustic Works (EAW) will be taking the floor at the 2023 ISE Show (Booth

7K140) and showcasing some of its latest audio solutions. Included among these

offerings are the brand’s new KF210 2-Way 2 X 10” Line Array and AC6 2-Way Full

Range ADAPTive Column Loudspeaker. With both AC6 and KF210 providing the

esteemed EAW sound quality and durability, AV professionals are sure to find a

reliable solution that is built to last through any venue or application. John Dodson

ProCon AV, EAW’s newest manufacturers' representative for the Middle East and

Africa territories, will also be onsite throughout the show.

Offering a max SPL of 141dB, three-point rigging and built-in weather protection,

the KF210 is a powerhouse in a small, durable package, designed to support a wide

range of applications for the long-haul. Despite its small form, there is no sacrificing

output for size with the KF210. This newest solution is physically and acoustically

sized to support the most events while requiring the fewest resources to deploy.

Weighing in at only 60lbs, this line array solution is an ideal option for small crews

operating out of medium to large outdoor festivals, corporate events, houses of

worship, performing arts centers or theaters. Featuring dual, symmetrically placed

10-inch woofers, 90 degrees of horizontal bandwidth and a 3in voice coil

compression driver mounted to EAW’s patented Isophasic Waveguide, the KF210

can master challenging acoustic spaces with accurate pattern control
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EAW AC6

EAW’s ISE booth will also be showcasing the brand’s newest addition to the

renowned ADAPTive line; the AC6 2-Way Full Range ADAPTive Column Loudspeaker.

Although slightly smaller than its predecessors, AC6 includes just as many cutting-

edge features, making it ideal for AV professionals who expect exceptional audio

performance and discreet housing. Managed via EAW’s Resolution 2 software, AC6

can compensate for coverage and directivity with its Adaptive Performance

technology, and by integrating all factors and aspects of the loudspeaker, AC6
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produces three-dimensional coverage at even the most acoustically challenged

spaces. And, just like other ADAPTive models, AC6 is integrated with Dante

redundant networking as well as analog redundancy capabilities making connecting

and communication to each module streamlined and dependable.

Both KF210 and AC6 are equipped with EAW’s Focusing and DynO digital signal

processing, allowing for clear and dynamic sound with a pristine impulse response

from 18kHz down to 55Hz, and 20kHz down to 65Hz, respectively. Find both of

these solutions, among other EAW offerings, at the 2023 ISE Show (Booth 7K140).

John Dodson – ProCon AV will be representing EAW throughout the Middle East and

Africa. Dodson is adding EAW to its line card, which includes international market-

leading manufacturers across Europe, the U.S., Japan, Turkey, Africa and the Gulf

Cooperation Council (GCC) countries.

www.eaw.com
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